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What the Nepal team is doing

- **Technology innovation** – from real-time flood EWS to forecasting-based EWS
- **Strengthening government capacity** – e.g. installing automatic meteorology stations and organizing training
- **Building community resilience** – e.g. building safe shelters, resilient livelihoods
Key achievements

- Saving Lives and Properties – no loss of human life in 2014
- Community is prepared for flood – drill is becoming part of life for the communities
- Influencing policy and practice – drill is becoming regular practice of government
How the partnership has helped

- Financial resources and technical support – ensuring funding for activities and adding a different technical dimension
- Opportunities for collaborative technology innovations – testing low-cost flood monitoring equipment
- Collaborative tools development – the Flood Resilience Measurement Tool
- Partnership for replication – e.g. partnership with IFRC for EWS, livelihood approach
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